If there was a fire

in your office, would your
critical data be safe?

In

today’s increasingly computerized world, it takes more than just tapes or external hard

drives to have your data reliably backed up. It takes a comprehensive solution that
includes both on-site backup for rapid recovery and oﬀ-site backup for true disaster recovery.
Until recently, this level of protection has been unattainable for small to medium businesses.
However, with recent advances in technology, this level of security and protection is now both
available and aﬀordable.
The Datto Backup device provides a simple, comprehensive solution. Each Datto device provides
both a complete on-site backup and a secure reliable oﬀ-site backup. This combination of
services provides the benefits of on-site backup while ensuring data integrity, regardless of what
failure or disaster may occur at your physical location.
When disaster strikes, Datto is there to help you get back on your feet. Datto can have all of your
critical data restored and delivered to your location in under 24 hours. In addition, technicians
continuously monitor the status and security of each Datto device, ensuring your critical data is
safe and secure at all times.

70%

Of businesses
that suffer a
serious data loss are out
of business in 2 years
(Information Security Breaches Survey, DTI/PriceWaterhouse )

Leading Causes of Data Loss
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1% Natural Disaster
3% Viruses
7% Software Corruption
13% Operator Error
78% Hardware Failure

Features and benefits of the Datto Backup device
‣

Up to 500 Gigabytes of both on-site and oﬀ-site backup

‣

Security Guaranteed, AES 256 and SSL encryption

‣

24 / 7 Customizable backup monitoring

‣

Free customer support

‣

One device can provide oﬀ-site backup for many computers

‣

Compatible with Windows, Mac, or Linux

‣

Rapid recovery. In the event of data loss your data can be restored delivered to your
location in under 24 hours
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Digging Deeper…
100% Compatibility

Seriously Secure

Datto devices are compatible with most modern operating

Datto takes data security seriously. Each box communicates with

systems. Datto uses industry standard SAMBA networking to

our servers using AES + SSL key based encryption. This encryption

interface easily with your existing Windows network. OS X and

is more robust than what your bank uses for online banking. Data

Linux-based computers can interface with Datto through either

backups at our locations are stored on encrypted multiple

SAMBA networking or NFS. We are dedicated to making each

redundant drives in secure facilities. In the event your Datto device

Datto device work within your setup, whatever that may be. Our

is stolen or tampered with, it can be commanded to permanently

engineers are always working on new features to make every

destroy all data, and then send back information to help authorities

Datto better.

locate the thief.

Saves resources - Reduces Vulnerabilities

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Because the task of compressing and transferring data oﬀ-site is
handled by each Datto device, the computers you are backing
up are never tied up or slowed down by uploads. The patent
pending design of the Datto device means there are no
changes that need to be made to your existing firewall. Datto
devices are monitored 24/7 and updates are applied
automatically keeping your device secure and up to date.

888-627-7671
www.counterpointsql.com

Every device sold comes with a 30 day money back guarantee. In
addition each device comes with up to a 5 year all inclusive warranty.

